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Note: Each reading title listed is a hyperlink to 
the document saved in my public Dropbox. 
Just click on it. Likewise, you can click on the 
headings and table of contents to move 
throughout the document. Please direct all 
correspondence to me at 
pavement@vanderbilt.edu. 
 
Overview 

This course will explore the transformation of 
American cities from the mid-twentieth century to 
today through the lens of gentrification and 
uneven urban development. In public discourse 
gentrification is most widely known as a form of 
urban revitalization that entails the movement of 
affluent people into impoverished urban areas and 
the displacement of existing lower-income 
residents from their homes and neighborhoods. 
Some see this as a ‘natural’ evolution in cities that 
has positive consequences for neighborhood 
improvement.  
 
Alternatively, activists and others suggest that 
gentrification is not ‘natural’ pointing towards the 
role of public and private organizations in 
promoting neighborhood change that often has 
negative consequences associated with housing 
affordability and different forms of physical, 
political and cultural displacements. In addition, 
critical urban scholars suggest that gentrification is 
a global phenomenon that has resulted in the 
reproduction of socially segregated cities around 
the world. We will examine all of these issues with 
the goal of identifying alternative and more 
equitable forms of urban development that 
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embody the slogan, “cities for people, not for 
profit.”  
 
In this course students will learn: 1) multiple 
theoretical perspectives on the ways in which cities 
have developed in the U.S. since the mid-twentieth 
century; 2) how government policies and programs 
shape cities; 3) how the real estate and banking 
industries shape cities; 4) how activists and social 
movements have resisted urban development 
processes associated with the production of 
inequality, as well as the visions these groups put 
forth for a more just city; 6) how race, class, gender 
have intersected with urban development 
initiatives; and, 7) how all of the aforementioned 
are connected to the main theme of the course, 
gentrification.  
 
The readings for the course will begin with a 
historical overview of urban redevelopment during 
the twentieth century that created the types of 
neighborhoods that are now being gentrified. This 
will entail a close examination of social segregation 
as it relates to race and class. The bulk of the 
readings will focus on gentrification in the U.S., 
but we will also cover material on different cities 
across the globe in order to understand how 
gentrification occurs in diverse ways that cannot be 
easily fit into the U.S. and North-Atlantic models 
of this phenomenon. We will engage in discussing 
multiple case studies to illuminate the theoretical 
material on gentrification, and apply our growing 
knowledge through the practice of research in 
Nashville. 
 
In addition to weekly discussions we will have the 
opportunity to actually study urban development 
and gentrification through class activities including: 
photo-essays on gentrification in different 
neighborhoods, data analysis using a large-scale 
survey and interviews with Nashville residents and 
leaders. Further, we will have local and national 
speakers join us to discuss their research, policy 
work, and activism as it relates to the course theme 
of gentrification.  
 
 

Gentrification & Uneven Development 
Metropolitan areas across the country are 
experiencing rising rents that are far outpacing real 
wage increases for many Americans, a dynamic that 
has resulted in what many have termed a housing 
affordability crisis for a growing number of people 
(National Low Income Housing Coalition, 2015). In 
2015, the Joint Center for Housing Studies (JCHS) at 
Harvard University released its State of the Nation’s 
Housing report concluding that U.S. cities are 
progressively transforming in a manner that is 
displacing low to moderate-income households from 
being able remain in, or move to, many 
neighborhoods without being deeply “housing cost 
burdened” (JCHS, 2015).  
 
That is, urban areas that were once accessible to 
working class and poor populations are now being 
redeveloped into areas of increasing affluence, while 
other parts of cities are experiencing increasing 
migrations of people living in poverty, thus 
highlighting the spatial interconnectedness of urban 
restructuring and its effects.     
 
This uneven development of the city has been 
conceptualized by geographers and others as being 
intimately tied to capitalist accumulation through 
processes of gentrification. Drawing on a range of 
studies gentrification may be defined as creating 
economic development through the restructuring of 
poor, inner-city neighborhoods in order to attract 
affluent populations that can service more debt and 
consume higher-value goods and services, thus, 
providing what David Harvey (1978, 2003) refers to 
as a spatial fix for capital (i.e., producing locations for 
it to gain presence and create value through repeated 
investments to temporarily stave off 
overaccumulation crises) (Bridge, Butler and Lees, 
2012; Lees, Slater & Wyly, 2013; Smith, 2002; Smith, 
1996; Smith & Williams, 1986). In essence, housing 
and the production of urban space (i.e., place-making) 
are linked to multiple goal sets based upon the 
perspective of the actors involved.   
 
On the one hand housing and neighborhoods 
represent use value for the social reproduction of 
people’s needs (i.e., dwelling and shelter), and at the 
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same time are commodities that link particular locales 
to (global) flows of capital providing economic 
development opportunities for a myriad of local and 
not-so-local actors. In this context, crises of housing 
affordability are a result of state-planned activities 
aimed at creating value in place for the purposes of 
urban economic development often times at the 
expense of lower-income populations who have to 
deal with the consequences of increasing rents (Slater, 
2006). This is what is meant when Smith (2002) notes 
that gentrification has become a globalized and 
generalized as a strategy for state-led/assisted 
economic development.   
 
In the U.S. context, gentrification has been made 
possible through uneven urban development associated 
with prior rounds of capitalist investment and 
disinvestment in cites during the mid-twentieth 
century, aided by an interventionist state 
implementing public policies that promoted 
suburbanization, residential racial segregation, as well 
as urban renewal and highway projects 
disproportionately having a negative impact on low-
income, black neighborhoods (Gotham, 2002).  
 
The present-day legacy of these institutionalized 
practices are urban spaces frequently identified by 
policymakers, planners, and city officials as areas of 
urban blight and concentrated poverty in need of 
government interventions (i.e., policies, programs, 
and resources) to encourage speculative capital 
investment and more comprehensive, market -driven 

neighborhood revitalization.3 Rather than explicitly 
promoting gentrification per se – as it has acquired 
negative connotations in certain publics (Slater, 2014) 
– its incorporation into neighborhood development 
policy is typically recoded by state agencies as creating 
socially mixed neighborhoods for all income groups 
(Bridge, Butler & Lees, 2012).   
 
The policy contention is that moderate and low-
income residents living in impoverished 
neighborhoods gain access to a suite of opportunities 
and neighborhood-based benefits by being integrated 
into middle-class society, and that this is not the same 
as gentrification. Cast through this spatial policy 
discourse, proponents of drawing more affluent 

populations to inner- city neighborhoods elide the 
class-based antagonisms that constitute gentrification 
(Davidson, 2012).  
 
In numerous cases the supposed emancipatory 
potential of social mixing by means of regulated 
gentrification has faltered resulting in neighborhood 
restructuring that is associated with experiences of 
physical, political and cultural displacement for 
existing residents who are forced to move due to lack 
of affordable housing, choose to leave the area, or 
those who stay put and have to navigate a rapidly 
shifting neighborhood landscape and the everyday 
phenomenological consequences of such movement 
(Atkinson, 2015; Davidson, 2009; Fraser, 2004; 
Hwang, 2015, Shaw & Hagemans, 2015; Hyra, 2014; 
Martin, 2003).  
 
The ways in which neighborhood residents can be 
displaced are manifold, and they need to be treated as 
potentially interrelated, as losing one’s sense of place 
and belonging may very well lead to exiting a 
neighborhood under duress. In addition, we do not 
have a well-developed sense of how the witnessing, 
anticipation or experiences of displacement(s) 
produces politics, that is, organized efforts that 
mobilize against discursive and material place-making 
practices that marginalize low-income, minority 
populations while promoting gentrification. Overall, 
uneven urban development and gentrification 
provide a unique lens through which we can 
understand the city as well as the processes and 
people that constitute it. 
 
Course Objectives  

1.    Develop an understanding of multiple 
theoretical perspectives on the city (and some 
perspectives that are broader but applied to 
understand the urban); 
     

2.    Define, in multiple ways, the processes that 

constitute the city, its production, and the 
ways in which social (in)justices are 
reproduced (i.e., urban (re)development and 
neighborhood change in all of its complexity, 
contradictions, and paradoxes);  
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3.    Understand, in detail, the actors (state, 
market, society sectors) and 
ideological/theoretical perspectives that are 
both driving and resisting these processes;   

4.    Understand the impact that urban public 
policy has had on cities throughout the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries, and how 
these are connected to issues of social justice. 

 
Attendance This class will be conducted with a focus 
on in-class discussions and activities. Because of this 
format, you are expected to attend all classes for the 
full scheduled time. Excessive tardiness will be 
counted as an absence. You can miss up to two 
classes throughout the semester without penalty, but 
you must turn in assignments ahead of time and 
arrange to get notes from a colleague. Your final 
grade will go down by 5 points (out of 100) for each 
additional class missed.  
 

Reading Complete all readings (and other 
assignments) prior to the class meeting for which 
they are scheduled. You must bring your book or 
copies of the readings to each class. See the course 
outline below for details on weekly readings. 
 
Charitable Criticism      
A charitable read of a text mirrors the generosity, 
respect, and rigorous criticism that is, I believe, 
necessary for social ethics and public discourse. This 
process treats the text as a colleague in the room with 
whom we engage with dignity and accountability. I 
hope intentionally engaging texts will also help us 
engage one another constructively and generatively. 
 
Here’s one way to think through the process that 
moves from apprehension to appreciation to internal 
criticism and finally external criticism. 
 
I. Apprehension  
 

A. What are the author’s goals? Who are her 
target audiences and how does that impact 
the form and content of her argument? 

B. What is the dominant claim, a thesis that 

encapsulates the argument? How is it 

supported by other claims, with what 
forms of evidence/reasoning? 

C. What are the other major claims of her 
argument and how does she support 
them? [Focus here on the supporting walls 
of her house, the dominant melodies of 
her song, i.e. the essential pieces of her 
argument.] 

 
II. Appreciation 
 

A. What are the most creative, compelling, 
and/or effective of the major claims of 
the author? Why (e.g. use of certain 
authoritative sources, quality of narrative, 
social science focus, historical analysis, 
etc.)? 

B. What makes you think more deeply in this 
text or illumines reality in helpful or 
provocative ways? Why? 

 
III. Internal Criticism 
 

A. Which of her major claims are least 
effective? 

B. Why are they not effective? E.g. problems 
in logic, historical or social scientific 
accuracy, inconsistent method, etc. 

C. Does the weakness of one or more of the 
claims undo the overall argument? [Jenga 
piece] 

 
IV. External Criticism 
 

A. What’s left out of this argument that 
needs to be there?  

B. Why is it left out? E.g. assumptions in 
methodology, epistemology, theology, 
audience, word limit (should it displace 
another argument?), etc. 

C. Who or what would help her see these 
other dimensions necessary to the 
argument? E.g. additional theoretical, 
theological, social-scientific tools, etc. 
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Participation Through communication, ideas are 
formed, revised, borrowed, and developed. It is 
through argument, description, explanation, and 
improvisation – within a community – that individual 
learning flourishes. This course requires full 
participation (including active listening, facilitating, 
note-taking, and question-asking) to create an 
environment of open and shared learning. An 
effective participant is not someone who simply talks 
frequently, but someone who reliably offers 
thoughtful insights that help others to learn.   

 
Technology Laptop computers and other portable 
technologies should be used in class only as learning-
facilitation tools. During class, it is not acceptable to 
play games, answer email, surf the web, answer cell 
phones, text message, or engage in other non-class-
related activities. Your participation grade will be 
penalized if you break this rule by 5 points (out of 
100) for each transgression.  
 

Academic Honesty In order to avoid plagiarism, 
your assignments must provide full citations for all 
references: direct quotes, summaries, or ideas. While 
you are encouraged to develop your thinking with 
your peers, you cannot use their material without 
citing it. Work from other courses will not be 
accepted in this course. Allowing your writing to be 
copied by another student is also considered cheating. 
Please review the Honor Code for complete 
guidelines on academic honesty: 
http://studentorgs.vanderbilt.edu/HonorCouncil/. 

 

Gender-Fair Language Language structures thought 
and action. Biases in language can (and do) naturalize 
inequalities.  Imprecise language also signifies un-
interrogated values and sloppy thinking. For all of 
these reasons, the use of gender-fair language is 
expected in this course. For example, do not use 
words like “mankind” or “men” when referring to 
people in general; alternate between “she” and “he” 
instead of always using “he,” or construct sentences 
in the plural instead of the singular so you can use 
“they” or “them” and avoid the problem altogether.    

 

ESL/LD Students Course requirements can be 
adjusted to serve the needs and capabilities of ESL 
and LD students. Please speak with the professor 
during the first two weeks of class to make 
arrangements. Students may be advised to attend 
additional sessions during the professor’s office hours 
so they can draw comparable value from the course. 
 

Grading & Assignments  

Discussion Circle & Reading Worksheet 20% 
Exams (3)     60% 
Final Paper (1)     20% 
 
Discussion Circle & Reading Worksheet Every 
class we will go around the circle and you will need to 
have a discussion question and initial response ready 
to present to class. In addition, for chosen readings 
there will be a google doc worksheet that you will 
need to complete and submit. You will find the links 
to the google doc worksheets under each reading 
worksheet. Click on the link, which will be located 
next to the reading, fill it out and submit. It would be 
good for you to have access to these for class 
discussion as well. 
 
Exams There will be three exams throughout the 
semester. These will contain short answer and one 
essay questions. These will be on Weeks, 6, 11, and 
15. 
 
Final Paper You will be able choose a topic related 
to urban development and gentrification and write a 
20-page paper.  
 
[Grading Scale:  A =95-100, A- =90-94, B+ =87-89, 
B =84-86, B- =80-83, C+ =77-79, C =74-76, C- =70-
73, D+ =67-69, D =64-66, D- =60-63] 
 
Class Schedule 

Week 1 (August 30) 
Introduction: What’s happening this semester? From 
these readings you need to be able to define 
gentrification, identify some issues that have been 
debated about it, and begin to link it to political-
economic shifts that have occurred since the 1970s. 
 

http://studentorgs.vanderbilt.edu/HonorCouncil/
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Report: Nation’s Gentrified Neighborhoods 
Threatened By Aristocratization. 2008. The Onion 
44(14): 1-7.   
 
Clerval, A., & Van Criekingen, M. (2015). 
“Gentrification or ghetto”: making sense of an 
intellectual impasse. Metropolitics. 
 
Shaw, K. (2008). Gentrification: what it is, why it is, 
and what can be done about it. Geography 
Compass, 2(5), 1697-1728. 
 
Worksheet #1 
 
Week 2 (September 6) 
What has created the neighborhoods that are now 
gentrifying? This is a look at development during the 
twentieth century with a focus on class and racial 
dynamics. 
 
Gotham, K. F. (2001). Urban redevelopment, past 
and present. critical perspectives on urban redevelopment, 6, 
1-31. 
 
Worksheet #2 
 
Hyra, D. S. (2012). Conceptualizing the New Urban 
Renewal Comparing the Past to the Present. Urban 
Affairs Review, 48(4), 498-527. 
 
Worksheet #3 
 
Solnit, R., & Schwartzenberg, S. (2002). Hollow city: 
The siege of San Francisco and the crisis of American 
urbanism. Verso.  
 
Worksheet #4 
 
Week 3 (September 13) 
How does ideology express itself in urban public 
policy? You need to be able to articulate an 
understanding of the emergence of neoliberal urban 
policies and the state-market-society relations that it 
engenders. 
 
Hackworth, J. (2007). The neoliberal city: Governance, 
ideology, and development in American urbanism. Cornell 
University Press. 

 
Brenner, N., & Theodore, N. (Eds.). (2002). Spaces of 
neoliberalism: urban restructuring in Western Europe and 
North America. Blackwell. 
 
Worksheet #6 
 
Jean-Paul, D. A. (2008). The rhetoric and reality of 
urban policy in the neoliberal city: implications for 
social struggle in Over-the-Rhine, Cincinnati. 
Environment and Planning A, 40(11), 2674-2692. 
 
Worksheet #5 
 
Week 4 (September 20) 
Community development has typically been 
associated with providing for the needs of low-
income populations through activities such as 
neighborhood improvement. Given the neoliberal 
urban policy context you read about last week we are 
introducing community development to the mix. 
 
Newman, K., & Lake, R. W. (2006). Democracy, 
bureaucracy and difference in US community 
development politics since 1968. Progress in Human 
Geography, 30(1), 44-61. 
 
Worksheet #7 
 
Newman, K., & Ashton, P. (2004). Neoliberal urban 
policy and new paths of neighborhood change in the 
American inner city. Environment and Planning A, 36(7), 
1151-1172. 
 

DeFilippis, J. (2008). Paradoxes of community‐
building: community control in the global 
economy. International Social Science Journal, 59(192), 
223-234. 
 
Fraser, J. C., Lepofsky, J., Kick, E. L., & Williams, J. 
P. (2003). The construction of the local and the limits 
of contemporary community building in the United 
States. Urban Affairs Review, 38(3), 417-445. 
 
Worksheet #8 
 
Week 5 (September 27) 

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Report%3A%20Nation's%20Gentrified%20Neighborhoods%20Threatened%20By%20Aristocratization.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Report%3A%20Nation's%20Gentrified%20Neighborhoods%20Threatened%20By%20Aristocratization.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Report%3A%20Nation's%20Gentrified%20Neighborhoods%20Threatened%20By%20Aristocratization.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Report%3A%20Nation's%20Gentrified%20Neighborhoods%20Threatened%20By%20Aristocratization.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/h6iqd5ddzn7mj9k/%E2%80%9CGentrification%20or%20ghetto%E2%80%9D_%20making%20sense%20of%20an%20intellectual%20impasse%20-%20Metropolitics.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/h6iqd5ddzn7mj9k/%E2%80%9CGentrification%20or%20ghetto%E2%80%9D_%20making%20sense%20of%20an%20intellectual%20impasse%20-%20Metropolitics.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/h6iqd5ddzn7mj9k/%E2%80%9CGentrification%20or%20ghetto%E2%80%9D_%20making%20sense%20of%20an%20intellectual%20impasse%20-%20Metropolitics.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/h6iqd5ddzn7mj9k/%E2%80%9CGentrification%20or%20ghetto%E2%80%9D_%20making%20sense%20of%20an%20intellectual%20impasse%20-%20Metropolitics.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/gentrification-what-it-is-why-it-is-and-what-can-be-done-about-it_Shaw_2008.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/gentrification-what-it-is-why-it-is-and-what-can-be-done-about-it_Shaw_2008.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/gentrification-what-it-is-why-it-is-and-what-can-be-done-about-it_Shaw_2008.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/gentrification-what-it-is-why-it-is-and-what-can-be-done-about-it_Shaw_2008.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1-KOTX70zrHgRku24iDEaG8Hxu-Agn8ZqKgazEc5N4Eo/prefill
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1-KOTX70zrHgRku24iDEaG8Hxu-Agn8ZqKgazEc5N4Eo/prefill
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Urban%20redevelopment%2C%20past%20and%20present_2001%20Gotham.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Urban%20redevelopment%2C%20past%20and%20present_2001%20Gotham.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Urban%20redevelopment%2C%20past%20and%20present_2001%20Gotham.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Urban%20redevelopment%2C%20past%20and%20present_2001%20Gotham.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfu-baalEPXy2SSEfoIzmdM94kPUXFR4TqFnMb3658qwkPC-g/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfu-baalEPXy2SSEfoIzmdM94kPUXFR4TqFnMb3658qwkPC-g/viewform
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Conceptualizing%20the%20New%20Urban%20Renewal%20-comparing%20the%20past%20to%20the%20present_Hyra_2012.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Conceptualizing%20the%20New%20Urban%20Renewal%20-comparing%20the%20past%20to%20the%20present_Hyra_2012.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Conceptualizing%20the%20New%20Urban%20Renewal%20-comparing%20the%20past%20to%20the%20present_Hyra_2012.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Conceptualizing%20the%20New%20Urban%20Renewal%20-comparing%20the%20past%20to%20the%20present_Hyra_2012.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfQeH3TGH-bSzxKy_Fv9YcD24DNKZqSTp4VzurCMQvMn_lnEw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfQeH3TGH-bSzxKy_Fv9YcD24DNKZqSTp4VzurCMQvMn_lnEw/viewform
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Hollow%20City_Solnit.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Hollow%20City_Solnit.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Hollow%20City_Solnit.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Hollow%20City_Solnit.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfX0mfqrgif-_XB2FOMSeA8HIyxVhvtNecJ2VwhOkfLFXPOGg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfX0mfqrgif-_XB2FOMSeA8HIyxVhvtNecJ2VwhOkfLFXPOGg/viewform
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20Neoliberal%20City-governance%2Cideology%20and%20development%20in%20american%20urbanism_Hackworth_2007.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20Neoliberal%20City-governance%2Cideology%20and%20development%20in%20american%20urbanism_Hackworth_2007.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20Neoliberal%20City-governance%2Cideology%20and%20development%20in%20american%20urbanism_Hackworth_2007.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20Neoliberal%20City-governance%2Cideology%20and%20development%20in%20american%20urbanism_Hackworth_2007.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/neil-brenner-spaces-of-neoliberalism-urban-restructuring-in-north-america-and-western-europe.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/neil-brenner-spaces-of-neoliberalism-urban-restructuring-in-north-america-and-western-europe.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/neil-brenner-spaces-of-neoliberalism-urban-restructuring-in-north-america-and-western-europe.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/neil-brenner-spaces-of-neoliberalism-urban-restructuring-in-north-america-and-western-europe.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdVTI6Tu0cCjRvRQUKXiZa7LBViLm1edd3wda40CckZ6zXc0A/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdVTI6Tu0cCjRvRQUKXiZa7LBViLm1edd3wda40CckZ6zXc0A/viewform
https://www.dropbox.com/s/px7geysilqge5zf/The%20rhetoric%20and%20reality%20of%20urban%20policy%20in%20the%20neoliberal%20city-%20implications%20for%20social%20struggle%20in%20Over-the-Rhine%2C%20Cincinnati_Addie_2008.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/px7geysilqge5zf/The%20rhetoric%20and%20reality%20of%20urban%20policy%20in%20the%20neoliberal%20city-%20implications%20for%20social%20struggle%20in%20Over-the-Rhine%2C%20Cincinnati_Addie_2008.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/px7geysilqge5zf/The%20rhetoric%20and%20reality%20of%20urban%20policy%20in%20the%20neoliberal%20city-%20implications%20for%20social%20struggle%20in%20Over-the-Rhine%2C%20Cincinnati_Addie_2008.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/px7geysilqge5zf/The%20rhetoric%20and%20reality%20of%20urban%20policy%20in%20the%20neoliberal%20city-%20implications%20for%20social%20struggle%20in%20Over-the-Rhine%2C%20Cincinnati_Addie_2008.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeWVnZrHT80gl74FL1CQOvJgxTK4eX_EDGyA8Ut6Fr7l6glFg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeWVnZrHT80gl74FL1CQOvJgxTK4eX_EDGyA8Ut6Fr7l6glFg/viewform
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Democracy%2C%20bureaucracy%20and%20difference%20in%20US%20community%20development%20politics_Newman_2007.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Democracy%2C%20bureaucracy%20and%20difference%20in%20US%20community%20development%20politics_Newman_2007.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Democracy%2C%20bureaucracy%20and%20difference%20in%20US%20community%20development%20politics_Newman_2007.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Democracy%2C%20bureaucracy%20and%20difference%20in%20US%20community%20development%20politics_Newman_2007.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd_QSIc8HGjsum3ppBiuQaZOC5Tgx_E0mrILEZ0Nnc3BzlbAQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd_QSIc8HGjsum3ppBiuQaZOC5Tgx_E0mrILEZ0Nnc3BzlbAQ/viewform
https://www.dropbox.com/s/inh988xbkxf8bmq/Neoliberal%20urban%20policy%20and%20new%20paths%20of%20neighborhood%20change%20in%20the%20American%20inner%20city_Newman_2004.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/inh988xbkxf8bmq/Neoliberal%20urban%20policy%20and%20new%20paths%20of%20neighborhood%20change%20in%20the%20American%20inner%20city_Newman_2004.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/inh988xbkxf8bmq/Neoliberal%20urban%20policy%20and%20new%20paths%20of%20neighborhood%20change%20in%20the%20American%20inner%20city_Newman_2004.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/inh988xbkxf8bmq/Neoliberal%20urban%20policy%20and%20new%20paths%20of%20neighborhood%20change%20in%20the%20American%20inner%20city_Newman_2004.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c2fdkb2sx9e7h81/DeFilippis2008%20-%20Paradoxes%20of%20community-building-%20community%20control%20in%20the%20global%20economy.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c2fdkb2sx9e7h81/DeFilippis2008%20-%20Paradoxes%20of%20community-building-%20community%20control%20in%20the%20global%20economy.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c2fdkb2sx9e7h81/DeFilippis2008%20-%20Paradoxes%20of%20community-building-%20community%20control%20in%20the%20global%20economy.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c2fdkb2sx9e7h81/DeFilippis2008%20-%20Paradoxes%20of%20community-building-%20community%20control%20in%20the%20global%20economy.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20Construction%20of%20the%20Local%20and%20the%20Limits%20of%20Contemporary%20copy.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20Construction%20of%20the%20Local%20and%20the%20Limits%20of%20Contemporary%20copy.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20Construction%20of%20the%20Local%20and%20the%20Limits%20of%20Contemporary%20copy.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20Construction%20of%20the%20Local%20and%20the%20Limits%20of%20Contemporary%20copy.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSePgyJjpcqpA-lBKSmrR2uRv4unis7IE5_Qoolj0iqTUQbwvw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSePgyJjpcqpA-lBKSmrR2uRv4unis7IE5_Qoolj0iqTUQbwvw/viewform
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Neighborhood-based initiatives not only play out in 
low-income urban areas but also in public housing 
developments. You need to be able to explain the 
transformation of public housing over the twentieth 
century with particular emphasis on the current trend 
of building mixed-income housing. Focus on ideology 
as well as the history of mixed-income housing. 
 
Vale, L. J. (2013). Public Housing in the United 
States: Neighborhood Renewal and the Poor. Policy, 
Planning and People, Promoting Justice in Urban 
Development. Philadelphia. 
 
Fraser, J., Oakley, D., & Bazuin, J. (2012). Public 
ownership and private profit in housing. Cambridge 
Journal of Regions, Economy and Society, 5(3), 397-412. 
 
Worksheet #9 
 
Goetz, E. G. (2013). The audacity of HOPE VI: 
Discourse and the dismantling of public 
housing. Cities, 35, 342-348. 
 
Ansfield, Bench. 2015. Still Submerged: The 
uninhabitability of urban redevelopment.  
 
Worksheet #10 
 
Week Six (October 4) 
This week we will be focusing on a case study of a 
mixed-income housing planning process in Nashville, 
Tennessee. Think about the issues discussed in,  
Why do we want mixed-income housing and 
neighborhoods?”, and think about strategies that you 
would suggest in making this project successful. In 
other words, what issues need to be considered and 
addressed before, during and after the 
redevelopment? 
 
DeFilippis, J., & Fraser, J. (2010). Why do we want 
mixed-income housing and neighborhoods? Critical 
urban studies: New directions, 135-147. 
 
Worksheet #11 
 
Thurber, A., & Fraser, J. (2015). Disrupting the order 
of things: Public housing tenant organizing for 
material, political and epistemological justice. Cities. 

Nashville’s Cayce Place Turning Into Mixed-Income 
Housing - http://wkrn.com/2015/06/25/602m-
project-begins-to-turn-cayce-place-into-mixed-
income-community/ 
 
Rendering of Cayce Envision Cayce - 
http://www.tennessean.com/picture-
gallery/news/local/davidson%20/2015/06/25/rende
rings-of-envision-cayce-602m-redevelopment-of-
cayce-homes/29263801/ 
 
Envision Cayce Final Report - http://www.nashville-
mdha.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Envision-
Cayce-FINAL-REPORT-10-30-2014.pdf 
 
Exam #1 
 
Week Seven (October 11) 
As with mixed-income housing, there are other 
dominant ideologies, policies and initiatives to create 
economic growth in cities. One of these is drawing 
new economy workers into the city. One way that this 
has been conceptualized is bring the “creative class” 
back to the city. You need to understand this 
paradigm and be able to explain it, as well as provide 
a critique. 
 
Florida, R. (2003). Cities and the creative class.  City & 
Community, 2(1), 3-19. 
 
Kotkin, Joel. 2013. Richard Florida Concedes the 
Limits of the Creative Class. 
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/03/20/
richard-florida-concedes-the-limits-of-the-creative-
class.html 
 
Peck, J. (2005). Struggling with the creative 
class. International journal of urban and regional 
research, 29(4), 740-770. 
 
Week #12 
 
Adams, Austin. 2015. Nashville Must Protect Its 
Creative Class. – The 
Tennessean.http://www.tennessean.com/story/mon
ey/2015/01/02/nashville-must-protect-creative-
class/21071405/ 
 

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Public%20housing%20in%20the%20UYnited%20States.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Public%20housing%20in%20the%20UYnited%20States.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Public%20housing%20in%20the%20UYnited%20States.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Public%20housing%20in%20the%20UYnited%20States.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Public%20ownership%20and%20private%20profit%20in%20housing_Fraser_2012.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Public%20ownership%20and%20private%20profit%20in%20housing_Fraser_2012.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Public%20ownership%20and%20private%20profit%20in%20housing_Fraser_2012.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Public%20ownership%20and%20private%20profit%20in%20housing_Fraser_2012.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfADFpyolnV9BJyYs0ZNS4BqeX8GTvEdLRMEEgjV7n2A20quw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfADFpyolnV9BJyYs0ZNS4BqeX8GTvEdLRMEEgjV7n2A20quw/viewform
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20audacity%20of%20HOPE%20VI-%20discourse%20and%20the%20dismantling%20of%20public%20housing_Goetz_2013.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20audacity%20of%20HOPE%20VI-%20discourse%20and%20the%20dismantling%20of%20public%20housing_Goetz_2013.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20audacity%20of%20HOPE%20VI-%20discourse%20and%20the%20dismantling%20of%20public%20housing_Goetz_2013.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20audacity%20of%20HOPE%20VI-%20discourse%20and%20the%20dismantling%20of%20public%20housing_Goetz_2013.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/katherine-mckittrick-sylvia-wynter-on-being-human-as-praxis.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/katherine-mckittrick-sylvia-wynter-on-being-human-as-praxis.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScfTan0WG27kCMSiuasH8vKqnRVeugQqodqN0lkfdIZrU7pDQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScfTan0WG27kCMSiuasH8vKqnRVeugQqodqN0lkfdIZrU7pDQ/viewform
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Why%20Do%20We%20Want%20Mixed-Income%20Housing%20Housing%20and%20Neighborhoods_Defilippis%20and%20Fraser.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Why%20Do%20We%20Want%20Mixed-Income%20Housing%20Housing%20and%20Neighborhoods_Defilippis%20and%20Fraser.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Why%20Do%20We%20Want%20Mixed-Income%20Housing%20Housing%20and%20Neighborhoods_Defilippis%20and%20Fraser.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Why%20Do%20We%20Want%20Mixed-Income%20Housing%20Housing%20and%20Neighborhoods_Defilippis%20and%20Fraser.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScXtBorpn9V2t1VjOzkAGUBIw8sptqJFjrGpmfsjo7pggsi1w/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScXtBorpn9V2t1VjOzkAGUBIw8sptqJFjrGpmfsjo7pggsi1w/viewform
https://www.dropbox.com/s/amm730ulhc4wmzo/Disrupting%20the%20order%20of%20things-%20public%20husing%20tenant%20organizing%20for%20material%2C%20political%20and%20epistemological%20justice_Thurber%20and%20Fraser_2015.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/amm730ulhc4wmzo/Disrupting%20the%20order%20of%20things-%20public%20husing%20tenant%20organizing%20for%20material%2C%20political%20and%20epistemological%20justice_Thurber%20and%20Fraser_2015.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/amm730ulhc4wmzo/Disrupting%20the%20order%20of%20things-%20public%20husing%20tenant%20organizing%20for%20material%2C%20political%20and%20epistemological%20justice_Thurber%20and%20Fraser_2015.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/amm730ulhc4wmzo/Disrupting%20the%20order%20of%20things-%20public%20husing%20tenant%20organizing%20for%20material%2C%20political%20and%20epistemological%20justice_Thurber%20and%20Fraser_2015.pdf
http://wkrn.com/2015/06/25/602m-project-begins-to-turn-cayce-place-into-mixed-income-community/
http://wkrn.com/2015/06/25/602m-project-begins-to-turn-cayce-place-into-mixed-income-community/
http://wkrn.com/2015/06/25/602m-project-begins-to-turn-cayce-place-into-mixed-income-community/
http://www.tennessean.com/picture-gallery/news/local/davidson%20/2015/06/25/renderings-of-envision-cayce-602m-redevelopment-of-cayce-homes/29263801/
http://www.tennessean.com/picture-gallery/news/local/davidson%20/2015/06/25/renderings-of-envision-cayce-602m-redevelopment-of-cayce-homes/29263801/
http://www.tennessean.com/picture-gallery/news/local/davidson%20/2015/06/25/renderings-of-envision-cayce-602m-redevelopment-of-cayce-homes/29263801/
http://www.tennessean.com/picture-gallery/news/local/davidson%20/2015/06/25/renderings-of-envision-cayce-602m-redevelopment-of-cayce-homes/29263801/
http://www.nashville-mdha.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Envision-Cayce-FINAL-REPORT-10-30-2014.pdf
http://www.nashville-mdha.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Envision-Cayce-FINAL-REPORT-10-30-2014.pdf
http://www.nashville-mdha.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Envision-Cayce-FINAL-REPORT-10-30-2014.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Cities%20and%20the%20creative%20class_Florida_2003.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Cities%20and%20the%20creative%20class_Florida_2003.pdf
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/03/20/richard-florida-concedes-the-limits-of-the-creative-class.html
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/03/20/richard-florida-concedes-the-limits-of-the-creative-class.html
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/03/20/richard-florida-concedes-the-limits-of-the-creative-class.html
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/struggling%20with%20the%20creative%20class.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/struggling%20with%20the%20creative%20class.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/struggling%20with%20the%20creative%20class.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/struggling%20with%20the%20creative%20class.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfk_1GvyXm1KVQezxKU8W0LKKsKqG2Tw4JiWfCPIXI-uTYDIQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfk_1GvyXm1KVQezxKU8W0LKKsKqG2Tw4JiWfCPIXI-uTYDIQ/viewform
http://www.tennessean.com/story/money/2015/01/02/nashville-must-protect-creative-class/21071405/
http://www.tennessean.com/story/money/2015/01/02/nashville-must-protect-creative-class/21071405/
http://www.tennessean.com/story/money/2015/01/02/nashville-must-protect-creative-class/21071405/
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Urban Land Institute. 2015. Creative Class Economy. 
http://nashville.uli.org/events/urban-magnets/ 
 
Nashville Chamber of Commerce. 2012. Nashville: A 
magnet for the creative class. 
http://www.nashvillechamber.com/Homepage/New
sEvents/Blog/Alex_Hughes/alex-hs-chamber-
blog/2011/11/08/Nashville_A_Magnet_For_the_Cr
eative_Class.aspx 
 
Look as these web sites and do some searching on 
Nashville and the creative class. We have policies to 
create artist workforce housing, and we will cover that 
in class. See, http://www.rymanlofts.com/ 
 
Week Eight (October 18) 
This next half of the semester we will cover five 
weeks on gentrification, and then we will cover 
material on community development strategies and 
policies to mitigate it. We will also read material on 
anti-gentrification movements. 
 
For this week let’s remember what we discussed 
during week 1 and deepen our historical 
understanding of gentrification. You should be able 
to give a history of the phases of gentrification for 
this week. 
 
Lees, L., Slater, T., & Wyly, E. (2013). Gentrification. 
Routledge. (Chapters 1-3) 
 
Week Nine (October 25) 
This week we drill down more on consumption 
versus production side explanations fo gentrification. 
Be ready to tell the difference and speak to Neil 
Smith’s work. 
 
Smith, N. (1979). Toward a theory of gentrification as 
a back to the city movement by capital, not 
people. Journal of the American Planning 
Association, 45(4), 538-548. 
 
Worksheet #13 
 
Smith, N. (2013). Building the frontier myth. The 
Gentrification Debates: A Reader, 113. 
 

Hackworth, J., & Smith, N. (2001). The changing 
state of gentrification.Tijdschrift voor economische en sociale 
geografie, 92(4), 464-477. 
 
Smith, N. (2002). New globalism, new urbanism: 
gentrification as global urban strategy. Antipode, 34(3), 
427-450. 
 
Worksheet #14 
 
Week Ten (November 1) 
This week we discover the evolution of gentrification. 
Be prepared to further delineate how theorization on 
gentrification has evolved. 
 
Lees, L., Slater, T., & Wyly, E. (2013). Gentrification. 
Routledge. (Chapters 4-6) 
 
Week Eleven (November 8) 
This week we focus on the idea of displacement. 
Typically, gentrification is sida to cause physical 
displacement (the class remake of a neighborhood in 
Euclidean terms of absolute space). Yet, other forms 
of displacement occur like political and cultural, even 
for populations of low-income residents that get to 
stay in the neighborhood. Be prepared to discuss this 
theme in detail. 
 
Davidson, M. (2009). Displacement, space and 
dwelling: Placing gentrification debate. Ethics Place and 
Environment (Ethics, Place & Environment (Merged with 
Philosophy and Geography)), 12(2), 219-234. 
  
Worksheet #15 
 
Walks, R. A., & Maaranen, R. (2008). Gentrification, 
social mix, and social polarization: Testing the 
linkages in large Canadian cities. Urban Geography, 
29(4), 293-326. 
 
Fraser, J. C. (2004). Beyond gentrification: Mobilizing 
communities and claiming space. Urban 
Geography, 25(5), 437-457. 
 
Shaw, K. S., & Hagemans, I. W. (2015). 
‘Gentrification Without Displacement' and the 
Consequent Loss of Place: The Effects of Class 
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https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Fraser%20-%202004%20-%20Beyond%20Gentrification%20Mobilizing%20Communities%20and%20Claiming%20Space.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Fraser%20-%202004%20-%20Beyond%20Gentrification%20Mobilizing%20Communities%20and%20Claiming%20Space.pdf
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Transition on Low‐income Residents of Secure 

Housing in Gentrifying Areas. International Journal of 
Urban and Regional Research, 39(2), 323-341. 
 
Worksheet #16 
 
Hyra, D. (2014). The back-to-the-city movement: 
Neighbourhood redevelopment and processes of 
political and cultural displacement. Urban Studies, 
0042098014539403. 
 
Exam #2 
 
Week Twelve (November 15) 
This week we will be contextualizing gentrification as 
a process that is all about having more affluent people 
consume consumer landscape in addition to simly 
housing. Be prepared to discuss the ways in which 
commercial districts and neighborhoods are 
important sites for gentrification.  
 
Mathews, V., & Picton, R. M. (2014). Intoxifying 
gentrification: brew pubs and the geography of post-
industrial heritage. Urban Geography, 35(3), 337-356. 
 
Rankin, K. N., & McLean, H. (2015). Governing the 
commercial streets of the city: New terrains of 
disinvestment and gentrification in Toronto's inner 
suburbs. Antipode, 47(1), 216-239. 
 
Langegger, S. (2015). Right-of-way gentrification: 
Conflict, commodification and 
cosmopolitanism. Urban Studies, 0042098015583783. 
 
Koning, A. (2015). “This neighbourhood deserves an 
espresso bar too”: Neoliberalism, Racialization, and 
Urban Policy. Antipode, 47(5), 1203-1223. 
 
Worksheet #17 
 
Burnett, K. (2014). Commodifying poverty: 
gentrification and consumption in Vancouver’s 
Downtown Eastside. Urban Geography, 35(2), 157-176. 
 
Week Thirteen (November 22) 
This week we will be covering anti-gentrification 
movements and the struggles they face. Be prepared 

to discuss what strategies groups use to confront 
gentrification. 
 
Lees, L. (2014). The urban injustices of new Labour's 
“New Urban Renewal”: The case of the Aylesbury 
Estate in London. Antipode, 46(4), 921-947. 
 
McGee, H. W. (1991). Afro-American resistance to 
gentrification and the demise of integrationist 
ideology in the United States. The Urban Lawyer, 25-
44. 
 
Newman, K., & Wyly, E. K. (2006). The right to stay 
put, revisited: gentrification and resistance to 
displacement in New York City. Urban Studies, 43(1), 
23-57. 
 
Lees, L., & Ferreri, M. (2016). Resisting gentrification 
on its final frontiers: Learning from the Heygate 
Estate in London (1974–2013). Cities. 
 
Worksheet #18 
 
Week Fourteen (November 29) 
This last week we cover material on what it means to 
have equitable and just urban development. Prepared 
to situate your discussion based on Defilippis’ notion 
of community control, and then note the different 
strategies that can be used to produce affordable 
housing in the Thurber piece.  
 
Defilippis, J. (2004). Unmaking Goliath: Community 
control in the face of global capital. Routledge. (Chapters 
one and two)  
 
Thurber, A., Gupta, J., Fraser, J. and D. Perkins. 
2015. Equitable development: promising practices to 
maximize affordability – A report for the City of 
Nashville. 
 
Worksheet #19 
 
White, Abby. (2015). Everybody knows Nashville is 
hurting for affordable housing: What are we gonna do 
about it. The Nashville Scene, pps. 15-16.  
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/i039k1w3cq8rng1/Equitable%20Development-%20Promising%20practices%20to%20maximize%20affordablility%20and%20minimize%20displacement%20in%20Nashville%27s%20urban%20core_Dr.%20Fraser.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc9IJCCg-QBvotMT9CJ0E99_zgNOyNrsnYuNlhmvnmFl9JQag/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc9IJCCg-QBvotMT9CJ0E99_zgNOyNrsnYuNlhmvnmFl9JQag/viewform
https://www.dropbox.com/s/5pgm57lmv21ky5b/Everybody%20knows%20Nashville%20is%20hurting%20for%20affordable%20housing.%20What%20are%20we%20gonna%20do%20about%20it.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/5pgm57lmv21ky5b/Everybody%20knows%20Nashville%20is%20hurting%20for%20affordable%20housing.%20What%20are%20we%20gonna%20do%20about%20it.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/5pgm57lmv21ky5b/Everybody%20knows%20Nashville%20is%20hurting%20for%20affordable%20housing.%20What%20are%20we%20gonna%20do%20about%20it.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/5pgm57lmv21ky5b/Everybody%20knows%20Nashville%20is%20hurting%20for%20affordable%20housing.%20What%20are%20we%20gonna%20do%20about%20it.pdf?dl=0
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Week 15 (December 6) 
This last week we cover material on what it means to 
envision a just city whereby all populations can thrive. 
Can this be done in a capitalist society? Be prepared 
to respond to this question, as well as what the role of 
utopian thought might provide us. 
 
Harvey, D. 2008. The right to the City. New Left 
Review. 53: 23-40. 
 
Harvey, D. (2001). City and Justice: social movements 
in the city, pps. 188-207 in, Spaces of Capital: toward a 
critical geography. Routledge. 
 
Pow, C. P. (2014). Urban dystopia and epistemologies 
of hope. Progress in Human Geography, 
0309132514544805. 
 
Pinder, D. (2002). In defense of utopian urbanism: 
imagining cities after the ‘end of utopia’. Geografiska 

Annaler: Series B, Human Geography, 84(3‐4), 229-241. 

 
Worksheet #20 
 
Exam 3 
 
Extra 
Pinder, D. (2010). Necessary dreaming: Uses of 
Utopia in urban planning. The Ashgate research 
companion to planning theory: Conceptual challenges for spatial 
planning, 343-366. 
 

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20Right%20to%20the%20City%20-%20David%20Harvey.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/The%20Right%20to%20the%20City%20-%20David%20Harvey.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Spaces%20of%20Capital-%20towards%20a%20critical%20geography_Harvey_2001.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Spaces%20of%20Capital-%20towards%20a%20critical%20geography_Harvey_2001.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Spaces%20of%20Capital-%20towards%20a%20critical%20geography_Harvey_2001.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Spaces%20of%20Capital-%20towards%20a%20critical%20geography_Harvey_2001.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Urban%20dystopia%20and%20epistemologies%20of%20hope_Pow_2014.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Urban%20dystopia%20and%20epistemologies%20of%20hope_Pow_2014.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Urban%20dystopia%20and%20epistemologies%20of%20hope_Pow_2014.pdf
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94669896/american%20studies%20(fall%202016)%20gentrification%20and%20uneven%20development/Readings/Urban%20dystopia%20and%20epistemologies%20of%20hope_Pow_2014.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/toyxkda2sgf2c9d/In%20defense%20of%20utopian%20urbanism-%20imagining%20cities%20after%20the%20end%20of%20utopia_Pinder_2002.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/toyxkda2sgf2c9d/In%20defense%20of%20utopian%20urbanism-%20imagining%20cities%20after%20the%20end%20of%20utopia_Pinder_2002.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/toyxkda2sgf2c9d/In%20defense%20of%20utopian%20urbanism-%20imagining%20cities%20after%20the%20end%20of%20utopia_Pinder_2002.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/toyxkda2sgf2c9d/In%20defense%20of%20utopian%20urbanism-%20imagining%20cities%20after%20the%20end%20of%20utopia_Pinder_2002.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfURslDel0AwNVzWXKvCUaWHNyUy94Cn5Pdf_s2WsboHoWDcw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfURslDel0AwNVzWXKvCUaWHNyUy94Cn5Pdf_s2WsboHoWDcw/viewform
https://www.dropbox.com/s/o1bm3e1c4am5o8w/Necessary_Dreaming_Uses_of_Utopia_in_Urb.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/o1bm3e1c4am5o8w/Necessary_Dreaming_Uses_of_Utopia_in_Urb.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/o1bm3e1c4am5o8w/Necessary_Dreaming_Uses_of_Utopia_in_Urb.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/o1bm3e1c4am5o8w/Necessary_Dreaming_Uses_of_Utopia_in_Urb.pdf

